
Making hay while 
the sun shines

Before it was a public park, the grass in Platt Fields was cut to make hay – see the 
postcard above from 1907.

Hay is not just for feeding horses. It can be used for bedding and nesting material 
for chickens and other birds, for mulching the garden and to soak up muddy ground 
at festivals and events. You can use it decoratively by making it into ornaments, and 
even to make hats, toys and instruments.  

Why not try to make a musical 
instrument from nature? You just 
need to find a blade of grass and put 
it tightly (edge towards you) between 
your thumbs. Pull the grass taut and 
blow. Keep trying to make a sound 
and even compose your own music!

IN THE PARK:



You’ll need some tall grass stems from grasses with large seedheads, like 
Timothy Grass, Cat’s Tail or Wheat. You can also buy dried bunches online. 

1: Plaited Corn Dolly
Step 1: Take three pieces of grass and 
cross them as shown in the photograph 
(if your grass is very dry the soak it in 
water before you begin).

Step 2: Plait your grass in the same way 
you would plait hair, bending the wheat 
stems over each other to make your braid.

Step 3: Keep plaiting 
along your wheat, leaving 
a section of each stem at 
the end so you will be able 
to tie your corn dolly. 

Step 4: Curl your plait around, and use a 
piece of raffia (or string) to tie it in place. 
Cut the plain ends of your grass to neaten 
them and then add a ribbon to decorate 
your corn dolly.

Top tip: you can use a clothes peg to hold 
your plait in place while you gather your 
materials to fasten it.
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2: Heart-shaped 
corn dolly 

Step 1: As a variation, you can use this same plaited technique 
to make a heart shaped corn dolly. Use six pieces of grass 
rather than three, and split them into two groups of three.

Step 2: Plait each group of three to make two braids.

Step 3: Bend each braid to form the two halves of a heart, and 
tie them in place with raffia as with the plaited corn dolly. You’ll 
see in the photograph to the left that one of the ends of corn 
stalk is tied into the bottom point of the heart shape. This helps 
to hold the heart design in place.
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TO MAKE AT HOME


